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Executive Summary
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D3.3 “FREL Implementation Report” in the
framework of the ATTRACkTIVE project, Work Package 3 Technical Coordination and System
Coherence.
The WP3 addresses the following objectives:







Define and apply the proven best practices in system engineering;
Guarantee the technical consistency across the project;
Manage the technical coordination and mitigate strategy to bypass or resolve the technical issues;
Foster the convergences of technologies to facilitate the adoption across the Railway industry;
Define the testing strategy and create testing material and means;
Pre-integrate the software components inside the project and provide an active support to the
iTD4.7.

This document has been prepared to report on the implementation results as well as the testing
and integration activities for all components developed within ATTRACkTIVE for the FREL. The LBE
is only situated in the TC. Therefore, details on this topic are reported in deliverable D2.5.
ATTRACkTIVE contributes within the Shift2Rail IP4 TDs to:



TD4.4 Trip Tracking (WP1 in ATTRACkTIVE)
TD4.5 Travel Companion (WP2 in ATTRACkTIVE)
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Core Release
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Cloud Wallet

EE
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TT

Trip Tracking

WP

Work Package
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1. Introduction
The figure below depicts the common integration and testing phases within the Shift2Rail IP4
ecosystem. The first phase (“component unit cases”) corresponds to the component tests which
are the responsibility of the development team. The second phase (“work packages integration”)
refers to the test between the components developed inside the same work package (e.g. WP1
Trip Tracking), it is the first integration testing level and the work package leader is in charge of it.
The third phase (“projects integration”) represents the integration of several work package
components belonging to the same project (e.g. Trip Tracking and Travel Companion in
ATTRACkTIVE). The fourth level (“cross projects integration”) is the integration between the
different projects; this integration focuses on specific use cases. The final tests (“end to end test
cases”) are the highest tests that software experts can execute. These end-to-end tests correspond
to a simulation with a traveller trying to test all the systems, similar to a demonstration.

Figure 1: Integration and Testing phases on Shift2Rail IP4 level
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Work Package 3 “Technical Coordination and System Coherence” in ATTRACkTIVE addresses the
following objectives:







Define and apply the proven best practices in system engineering;
Guarantee the technical consistency across the project;
Manage the technical coordination and mitigate strategy to bypass or resolve the technical
issues;
Foster of the convergences of technologies to facilitate the adoption across the Railway
industry;
Define the testing strategy and create testing material and means;
Pre-integrate the software components inside the project and provide an active support to
the iTD4.7.

WP3 is thus responsible for the integration testing within ATTRACkTIVE validating the correct
implementation of the interfaces specified between Trip Tracking (WP1) and Travel Companion
(WP2).
This deliverable is structured according to these phases:




Chapter 2 contains details on the separate capabilities that are realized by the interaction
between WPs
Chapter 3 contains details on the integration and testing at ATTRACkTIVE project level
Chapter 4 contains a summary
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2. Project Capabilities
This section describes the project capabilities that involve interactions between the components
of the two project WPs. WP1 describes the Trip Tracking services (TD4.4). The WP2 are
composed of the Travel Companion Personal Application (TC PA) and the Travel Companion
Cloud Wallet (TC CW).

2.1.

Activate Tracking

The “activate tracking” capability is triggered by the TC PA. The Tracking Orchestrator depicts
necessary information (preferences, details of the offer) from the TC CW.
The Capella diagram in Figure 2 represents the exchanges between the components of the two
WPs

Figure 2: [ES] TD4.4_TT_ActivateTracking
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2.2.

Display Notifications

The display notification capability is triggered when an impact is identified and forwarded for the
WP2 components. This enables the display of a notification informing the user of the details of
this impact.
Figure 3 describes the exchanges between each WP.

Figure 3: [ES] TD4.5 Display notification
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2.3.

Process Mobile Sensors Data

This capability feeds the trip tracking with crowd sourced information regarding the movement
and other sensors of the mobile device; this information is then processed in the WP1-Trip
Tracking.

Figure 4: [ES] TD4.5_TC_Process mobile sensors data_D33
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2.4.

Submit Reports

The “submit report” capability of the WP2 components enriches the WP1-TripTracking with
information directly from the traveller.
Figure 5 below highlights the exchanges between both WPs.

Figure 5: [ES] TD4.5_TC_Submit Reports
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3. Integration and Testing at project level
One of the main interfaces between the two Work Packages Trip Tracking and Travel Companion
is the interface between the Cloud Wallet (CW) and the Tracking Orchestrator (TO).
The CW is the core storage that contains user related information. Relevant for the Trip Tracking
system are the itineraries and the preferences of the traveller. The interface between the CW and
the TO is based on REST API services, to exchange information encapsulated in JSON objects.
The Travel Companion Personal Application is the nexus between the traveller and the Tracking
Orchestrator. All problems detected by the TO and sent to the CW are shown in the PA. When a
notification is displayed in the TC PA the user has the choice between the following options:




Nothing to do; just an informative message; the journey is not affected
Cancel trip
Search for alternatives (modify trip)

According to the chosen action the system starts the corresponding workflow. The aim is to
provide the best solution to the traveller allowing them to proceed with their journey as early as
possible.
The Travel Companion and Trip Tracking are only a part of the Shift2Rail ecosystem. While these
components are tested at component and work package level, it does not make sense to test it in
detail at project level but instead at ecosystem level. This means the other functionalities such as
Travel Shopping and Booking & Ticketing must be integrated without being explicitly tested. For
example, a trip first has to be shopped before it can be tracked. The main use cases were tested
to make sure that a demonstration will be possible. Testing at ecosystem level is coordinated by
the COHESIVE project.
The functionalities underwent several testing processes to grant the integration between TT and
TC components as shown in the following subsections. Testing took place twice a week over
fixed periods. For several given corridors covering as many TSPs and services as possible, the
following functionalities were tested and the results documented.
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3.1.

Activate Tracking (PA – TO)

This test is designed to validate the PA’s capability to provide the user with an option to activate
tracking during several stages of the shopping/booking/paying process and as well out of the
user’s “my trips” section.

Figure 6: Expected Result of Activate Tracking
GA 730822
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Pre-conditions
o Mobile device with the personal application correctly running
o Ensure one of the following:
1. Shopped sample trip
2. Shopped and saved sample trip
3. Shopped and paid for sample trip



Test steps
o Do one of the following:
1. Shop a trip
2. Shop and save a trip and retrieve it from “My Trips”
3. Shop and pay a trip and retrieve it from “My Trips”
o
o
o
o
o



Press the alarm button
Specify when to receive notifications and minimum delay length for notifications
Press “save”
Verify that the alarm button now has a check mark
Verify that the trip now is listed under “Alarms”

Test results

The test results were documented in mantis and performed in several test campaigns.
In the table below is the summary of the test cases.
Mantis
ID

Date

Summary

Status

0088013 TT-TO

14.08.19

Resolved

0088014 TT-TO
0099290 TT-TO

14.08.19
14.08.19

3.10.1 - Start Tracking from Shopping
List
3.10.2 - Start Tracking from Paid List
6.10.1 - TT-TO Activate and Delete a
subscription

GA 730822
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3.2.

Display Notifications (TO – CW – PA)

This test intends to validate the PA’s capability of showing a notification as a result of a
disruption identified in the Tracking Orchestrator from the inputs provided by the triggered pTTs
that could validate the trip that is being subscribed for tracking.

Figure 7: Expected result-disruption notification


Pre-conditions
o Mobile device with the personal application correctly running
o Sample trip for the known pTT with tracking activated



Test steps
o Simulate a disruption event, either by using the disruption pTT or by using one of
the integrated pTTs
o Verify that the Personal application displays the correct disruption message
o Open the message

GA 730822
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o Verify that the Personal application opens the Alarm Centre screen.



Test results

The test results were documented in mantis and performed in several test campaigns.
In the table below is the summary of the test cases.
Mantis
ID

3.3.

Category

Date

Summary

Status

0095755 TT-TO
0088021 TT-TO

18.06.19
16.08.18

5.10.4 - Communication TO -> TC-PA
3.10.9 - Calculate Alternative Routes
and display them on the TC PA

Resolved
Resolved

0088034 TT-TO

21.06.19

5.10.12 - Communication TC-CW -> TCPA

Resolved

Process Mobile Sensors Data (PA – MEM)

This test is designed to validate the interface between the personal application and the trip
tracking for event generation based on information from the sensors. The aim is to validate that
the sensor data flows from the PA to the TT, the approach used is a validation of the logs on the
receiver side.


Pre-conditions
o Mobile device with the personal application correctly installed
o Location sharing activated
o Mobile pTT running



Test steps
o Start the personal application
o Verify that a message was received in the pTT logs with “I’m alive…<GUID>”
content
o Start moving around for approximately 10 minutes
o Validate that messages with information from the are being received in the pTT
logs
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Test results

The test results were documented in mantis and performed in several test campaigns.
In the table below is the summary of the test cases.
Mantis
ID

Category

Date

Summary

Status

0098953

TC-PA

05.07.19

Resolved

0098954

TC-PA

08.07.19

3.14.1 Test the sensor data module
with normal dataset
3.14.2 Test the sensor data module
with disruption dataset

3.4.

Resolved

Submit Reports (PA – MEM)

This test is designed to validate the interface between the personal application and the trip
tracking for event generation based on information from user triggered data. The aim is to
validate that the user data flows from the PA to the TT, the approach used is a validation of the
logs on the receiver side.


Pre-conditions
o Mobile device with the personal application correctly running
o Location sharing activated
o Mobile pTT running



Test steps
o Open the Feedback module from the application side drawer
o Perform a report for a delay
o Validate that the message with the correct steps was received in the pTT logs



Test results

The test results were documented in mantis and performed in several test campaigns.
In the table below is the summary of the test cases.
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Mantis
ID

Category

0099172 TC-PA

Date

Summary

Status

31.07.19

3.12.1 Submit a report

Resolved

4. Conclusions and next steps
All components developed for the FREL in ATTRACkTIVE were successfully tested on project level.
The Shift2Rail IP4 projects MaaSive and COHESIVE pursue the work done in ATTRACkTIVE and CoActive. In the scope of the open call project My-TRAC there is another travel companion under
development. The collaboration between the two projects will be intensified to enhance Europewide travel experiences.

END OF DOCUMENT
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